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APRIL 2016 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to the April 2016 issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

As I write this month’s piece, we are just 91 days away from hosting our first model show. Plans are 
well underway and after last week’s planning meeting where further detail was discussed – and 
many important decision made, we are very much ahead of the game. There are some big pieces of 
the jigsaw to put in place, liability insurance, our kit list for our trading table, finalising the floor plan 
etc, but we’re pretty much there. Thank you to the members who turned up last Wednesday to offer 
their assistance on the day and for their input into the show plans.  It’s an exciting time for the club. 

This month the club visited and displayed one of the country’s largest shows – the RAF Cosford 
based Shropshire Model Show.  In all honesty, it’ s so big it could be a two day event – way too much 
to see in one day in my opinion, but it did get me wondering how much work went into organising 
such a large number of traders and clubs – it was a terrific day out and kudos to Shropshire Scale 
Modellers for hosting such a great event.  

While I was at Cosford, I met Clifford Hall. Clifford will be providing club members with a 
presentation on Wednesday about a favourite subject for many - the Spitfire, in this case the 
restoration of one. Judging from the information on offer during the museum tour Richard and I took 
with him, it should prove to be an interesting night.  

This month I’ve written an article on my second completed model of 2016 – the Rossi Toyota. 
Unusually for me, and refreshingly, it’s just a one part article, so the model is completed in just one 
issue!! Hurrah! Last time I achieved that must have been at least 10 years ago when I wrote for Pat 
Camp’s Romsey Modellers newsletter – it was on my one and only Star Wars model to date – the TIE 
Fighter. Good grief.  I suppose I’ll have to build another model to write about…! 

I look forward to seeing you all on Wednesday night. 

 

Paul 

Club President 

 

  

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern 
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, 
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about 
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s 
completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your 
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn 
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

A SPITFIRE RESTORATION – WEDNESDAY 20TH APRIL 

This month we’re fortunate to have Clifford Hall present a talk on a Spitfire restoration. Even those 
that don’t build aircraft as their main genre of our hobby can’t fail to be impressed with this iconic 
machine. Clifford, a pilot himself, possesses an in depth knowledge of flying and historic aircraft, so 
the presentation should prove to be very informative and enjoyable too.  

The proceedings will kick off around 20:30, allowing for Clifford to set up and for members to grab a 
tea/coffee. The presentation should last around an hour, giving time for questions at the end.   

An event worth attending I’m sure you’ll agree. Special thanks to Steve Edwards for arranging this 
for us. 

IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM VISIT – SATURDAY 14TH MAY 

We hope to have as many members as possible at our (much delayed) trip to the IWM in London. 
Currently it looks like the cheapest method to get there will be to car share and park in West London 
before taking the tube into the city. We will inform everybody of the arrangements at the early May 
meeting and via Facebook and email. 

RAF COSFORD SHOW 3RD  APRIL 2016 
BY PAUL ADAMS 

2016 is the second year that Romsey Modellers have attended this event, and what an event it was. 
Frankly I wasn’t prepared for the size of the show. Four halls in use, around 100 clubs and 44 traders, 
it’s second only to Scale Modelworld, held just a few miles away in Telford.  

Steve Edwards and I made a weekend of it. We travelled up Saturday afternoon to Steve’s brother’s 
house in Kenilworth, just an hour away from the venue. We enjoyed excellent hospitality from Rod 
and a pukka curry and beers that evening.  We left Kenilworth in Rod’s SUV with Clifford at 07:30 
Sunday morning and arrived via a detour off the M54 at 08:30, meeting up with Richard on the M6 
as we passed Dudley, allowing us to conveniently arrive at the same time.  

With several pairs of hands available (including John and Nick) we set up in Hall 1, in front of the 
Avro Anson. The ambient light in the hall is excellent, so there was no need for our lighting rig. 
Richard brought along his nearly complete 1/350th Nimitz, with Steve displaying his museum armour, 
excellent Hurricane and figures. In a vain attempt for attention, I popped my car models on the table 
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in front of the Nimitz, and dragged out the 109 and Beaufighter. We displayed the B25 Mitchell too. 
Just 13 models, but a cracking display.    

 

The Romsey table, Cosford 2016......Richard's awesome carrier got attention all day, though the other models 
proved popular too...note the kit in Richards hand…. 

As soon as we were set up, fellow modellers soon gathered at the table to look at my cars…or so I 
thought!! The Nimitz drew many to the table before the event was even open and it never wavered 
all day… Steve too took questions on his figures from an enthusiastic modeller early on. Me? I recall 
talking about everyone else’s models!!  Just after lunch we managed to drag Richard away for a rest 
with a brief museum tour with Clifford. The size of the show meant that getting to seeing everything 
was nigh impossible – I managed a full look around hall 1, and a brief look through the other 3 halls 
with time to stop to chat with two friends. I never got anywhere near the competition area….. 

It was my first time at Cosford, so time was spent drooling over many of the superb exhibits the 
museum has to offer. I must try and visit again without the model show as there is so much to see, 
including many aircraft that I’ve never seen before. The TSR2 was awe inspiring…it was my first time 
seeing a Focke Wulf 190 A8 too… 

 

Richards incredible 1/350th Nimitz...look out for a mainstream magazine feature soon... 
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Shopping proved popular (when doesn’t it!) – early on Richard bagged a Tamiya 1/32nd MKIXc 
Spitfire for a very reasonable £85….I finally landed a 
Tamiya Porsche 962 kit, this time for £15 after 
missing out on one at Aldingbourne. That one was a 
tenner….Traders had piles of new Airfix Meteor’s, 
many being bought. I resisted a £100 Tamiya 
Mosquito kit (sensibly I’d left my wallet at home!) – 
The cheapest I’ve seen. I am slowly caving in 
though…it’s just a matter of time! Steve managed to 
get a German half track kit – but sneaked that into 
Rod’s car! RAF Cosford was good for shopping, no 
doubt about it. I saw plenty of well priced kits and 
accessories…so if you’re planning to go next year, 
take plenty of cash.  

The show is only open for 6 hours, so we were soon packing up for the drive home. With just 13 
models, the table was away quickly and we were soon on the road.  A very enjoyable weekend and 
an amazing model show. Thanks to Steve, Richard, Nick, John, Rod and Clifford for their participation 
and helping to make a fantastic day out for the club.  

Despite not getting to see much, I managed to shoot a few photos of the hundreds of models on 
show.      

  

  

 

Richard fields yet more questions!! 
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BUILD A MODEL IN A DAY SUNDAY MARCH 20T H  
BY WILL BOOTH 

MIG IN A DAY 

The 5 Ps.  A military expression the Proper Preparation Prevents ****-Poor Performance.  I had it 
organised.  Simple kit, simple colour scheme for aerosol.  What could possibly go wrong? 

On the day Tony opened up the hall but then had to go off to  watch the Saints, luckily they won.  So 
just four of us sat down to model.  Luke went for a 1/35 tank, Nick a Luft 46 bomber, John the old 
Matchbox LRDG set, whilst I had brought along the Misterkit Shenyang F-6 (a Chinese export Mig 
19), 

 

My Mig started okay but the short run nature 
started to show.  The minimal cockpit was graced by 
a Red Arrows Gnat pilot who must have wondered 
what he'd done to deserve his transfer to the 
Pakistan Air Force's finest interceptor!  The 
underwing stores had no location points so after a 
while I jettisoned them.  Flying attitude was helped 
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by a marvellous vintage Airfix stand (no problems with that) but the tail planes, fin and wings all had 
no location points or fitted badly needing quite a lot of filler.  Trying to get the wings in place stoved 
in the u/c doors so bad language may have resulted. 

  

Luke seemed to plough on unperturbed throughout showing how he manages to create a regular 
flow of new models at the club.  Nick had few snags with his jet although I think he had some 
airbrush problems.  Johns glue melted the axle of one of the trucks though I don't suppose the LRDG 
would have been stopped by such a minor problem and neither 
was John. 

 Eventually it was all in one place so I sprayed it with Poundland 
Alloy Wheel Silver paint.  This was marvellous but the 
constraints of model in a day meant it took a few finger marks 
whilst handling.  Some brush touch ups of the paint sprayed in 
the can lid did the trick.  Decals appeared to have no glue and 
only vaguely matched the instructions, but eventually it looked 
acceptable. 

Whilst we 
were busy 

modelling 
and 

conversation 
descended 

to grunts and 
nods as 
concentration and/or frustration levels rose, 
visitors arrived to cheers us on our way.  Richard, 
Paul, Simon  and Sean (with  grandaughter) 
turned up to talk and make us welcome drinks. 

By 4 o'clock everyone had reached a sort of 
finish, so we held our judging.  For once I avoided last place, but Luke and Nick tied so will time-
share Sean's magnificent trophy.  Next time we hope more will join in, it is fun and a great reminder 
of how we used to build our models back in the day? 
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Joint winners – Nick and Luke grab the converted build a Model in a Day Trophy 

  

Joint winner Luke’s 1/35 Tank Joint winner Nicks Luft 45 

  

John’s LRDG set My Shenyang F-6 
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THE ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW 

We are making progress in the planning of our show, we held a well supported meeting at the 
Potters Heron on April 13th where we settled most of the outstanding issues and sorted out what we 
have to do over the next few weeks. 

We have confirmed an additional club (Castle Road modellers) and an extra Trader (Aerobilia). 

To run the show smoothly we hope that club members will volunteer to help out on the day, we plan 
to have a rota to ensure that the volunteers don’t end up spending the whole day doing their task 
and consequently don’t get to enjoy the show. 

Tasks we need to cover are 

 Setting up ( hopefully on Friday) 

 Taking money on the door 

 Assisting  clubs and traders to setup on the day 

 Car park marshalling 

 Raffle  

 Food and beverages 

 Manning the RM stand 

 Cleaning up after the show 

We will talk through this over the coming weeks and hopefully gather enough volunteers. 

POOLE VIKINGS MODEL SHOW  
BY TONY ADAMS 

The Saturday after Cosford saw our “B” team consisting of David, Karl, 
Tony, Chris and Lee take the short journey down the A31 to the Poole 
model show. It is testimony to the clubs strength in depth that we were 
able to put on a display of great quality without any of the participants 
from the previous weeks show. We displayed the HE219 along with 
David’s Wingnuts WWI models and Meteor, Lee’s bikes and cars (they give 
Paul’s a run for his money), Chris’s civilian vehicles and Karl’s new Iraq 
diorama, plus a few of my aircraft. 

Plenty of club members were seen wandering around the hall carrying full 
carrier bags. I picked up some decals and etch and made a last minute 
decision to purchase a Revell Halifax for £10, only to get it home and find it 
wasn’t the recent moulding as I had thought but some old junk from the 
70s.  
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Unfortunately I had to leave shortly after lunch (another Saints match – I really must reconsider my 
priorities!) so I didn’t put anything in the competition and missed Chris picking up a highly 
commented for his truck, this also meant the rest of the guys had to pack up my models (including 
the HE219) along with the table – I think they have survived okay though I have yet to check.  

Judging from Facebook comments, the rest of the “crew” thoroughly enjoyed the show, no doubt we 
will be back again next year. 
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ROSSI’S RED ROCKET   
BY PAUL ADAMS 

Around 3 years ago I whipped up enough enthusiasm to prepare, paint and decal another Tamiya 
Toyota Corolla body – this time in Valentino Rossi’s colours for the 2004 Monza Rally. I’d previously 
made his 2003 car, that’s the yellow one I’ve been slinging around the shows for years now, which is 
looking very tired nowadays.  I managed to get the bodyshell ready for its next stage of 
painting…..and left it there, in my cabinet for 3 years!  

In early January I decided to give it some attention, and complete the model. It just needed a 
chassis, interior and some exterior parts painting up…a previous build of this kit, one I undertook in 
1999 making the Castrol 
liveried version, was 
binned around the same 
time I painted the 
bodyshell – so the plan 
was to take some parts 
from the old model and 
recycle them for this one. I 
salvaged the dashboard, 
exhaust pipe, suspension, 
brakes and wheels.   

Before we get to that, let’s 
just go through what 
happened with the body 
and paint.  After checking 
my references against the 
decal sheet supplied by 
Studio 27, I found a 
number of small discrepancies, but none that would prevent the model from going ahead. The main 
omission from S27 was the rear bumper decal – on the real car it covers the whole bumper with its 
multi-coloured hues….S27 left out the upper section. Nothing to be done about I figured, and most 
won’t notice. I began the body by removing any molded in features…..bonnet catches, windscreen 

washers, fasteners and the like. I also filled 
in the fuel inlet on the left rear C pillar. It’s 
not evident on the 2004 car (or the 03 
version), so it was filled with Tamiya putty 
and sanded smooth. For paint I chose 
Zero’s brilliant red, but for this car I 
wanted the red to ‘pop’ a little more, so it 
was first undercoated in white, then 2 
coats of Nastro Azzurro yellow, again from 
Zero. Over this I airbrushed 3 coats of the 
red. The yellow coat changes the tone of 
the red by some margin, much more than 
a white undercoat does. After drying, I 
cleared the paint with two thin coats of 2k 
clear and polished that out a little ready 
for decals.  

The S27 decals performed well, no real issues, only those provided by the modeller! There was a 
slight size issue with the door decals, but another set of decals would have been needed to correct 
the problem. I spent a couple of afternoon’s decaling and allowing for the usual 2-3 days drying, 
cleared the body with 4 coats of 2k clear.  

 

The actual car, a Toyota Corolla WRC from the Monza Rally 2004. References 
were surprisingly hard to find... 

 

The bodyshell seen here after additional detail painting. 
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3 years later, I masked off the window rubbers using Bare Metal Foil and airbrushed a few coats of 
Zero Matt Black. In hindsight, I should have used a semi gloss, but it looks good against the gloss 
paintwork. On the older Tamiya rally car kits, the headlamp buckets are molded in….no fancy pre 
chromed parts here, no sir. The buckets were covered with BMF again, a method I used on the 2003 
version.  

Next up was the windows….all one piece and masked off using the pre template set in the kit, which 
are perfectly sized to fit. More Zero Matt Black saw the job done. I added the remaining decals to 
the windows and offered them into the body for test fitting.  

  

The kit glazing was masked and sprayed with Zero matt black. More decals were added to complete the part. 
It’s being test fitted here to ensure the decals were correctly positioned. 

With the chassis I wanted to achieve a different, more realistic look than the pristine white on the 
2003 car. I airbrushed the chassis and rollcage with Zero brilliant white and cleared it all with Alclad 
acrylic gloss, about 3 coats did the trick. I avoided using 2K clear as this offers too much depth of 
shine for a rally car. The undersides are glossy, but stage mileage takes its toll and leaves a worn 
finish until the chassis is re-sprayed. On the older, privately run rally cars, I figured this wouldn’t 
happen as much as the works teams can afford.  With the chassis set aside, I worked on the 
suspension and engine parts. The suspension is largely complete for this era of kit, and looks good 
once fitted. I used a salvaged rear diff and painted up new parts elsewhere. The engine is moulded 
in, so careful masking is needed to bring it to life.  The detail that Tamiya offer on the underside of 
their 90’s kits is excellent, but loads of masking, painting and repainting is needed. Still, it was done 
fairly quickly by my standards, just a couple of days and I could attach the suspension uprights and 
brakes, salvaged once more from the 1999 car.   

   

3 stages of the chassis; The engine is molded in, so masking was essential…the exhaust was recycled from an 
old kit and given lagging…the last picture shows the chassis with suspension and transmission in place. The fit 

was faultless. Exhaust heat shielding was achieved with Bare Metal Foil. 

A couple of items from the old car were upgraded…the exhaust had previously been shaded very 
prettily with Tamiya clears…providing a heat stained finish that was completely unrealistic. Rather 
than repaint it completely, I covered it in thin strips of Tamiya masking tape to represent the lagging 
used at the time, and from a photo I found of a Corolla from the period, it looked much better. The 
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wheels got some weathering, after removing the Toyota decals and polishing them up, I used some 
AK Streaking Grime for yellow to display a light coat of dust and dirt build up. I also used a little AK 
Engine Grime in the centres for added effect. 

I went on to added these products to the underside of the chassis, which really brought it to life. I 
added some AK Fuel stains too, to break up the dirt and soil deposits. The AK products performed 
superbly and were very easy to use. I added the wheels and she was a roller. 

Before fitting the body, I found some accurate Michelin tyres logos….spares from a 2001 206 WRC 
kit….the devil’s in the details! These went on well despite their age and were then weathered with 
some Mig pigments. 

 

Once the wheels were attached to the chassis, I couldn’t resist an opportunity to test fit the bodyshell!!  The 
wheels were weathered lightly to allow for some soil build up. Michelin logos are from a Tamiya 206 WRC kit. 

I quickly started adding interior parts, the handbrake, gearshift, various boxes, footwell 
extinguishers, rear fuel cell, all painted up new. The rollcage I had mistakenly assembled prior to 
painting, and whilst it was easy to paint in all white, but the kit offers good padding detail here that 
requires masking…and masking, and masking. It took 4 bloody hours! I won’t do that again.  

The kit offers nice carbon Kevlar decals for the seat backs…so I decided I used them and clear them 
before airbrushing the seat material with flat clear. After clearing the decals and polishing, they 
looked great. I masked off the carbon added the seat decals and then sprayed flat clear over them. 
Or so I thought. I tried 2 clears, neither of which offered the finish I wanted….I gave up and fitted the 
seats which still look like leather. The seat belt set was from Model Factory Hiro. I have since 
purchased some of the new Tamiya XF86 flat, which if reports are to be believed, is good.    

I had intended to use the old dashboard, but my honest appraisal of my ten year old work saw it get 
launched into the bin….The new one was painted more accurately and given some carbon fibre 
finished here and there which helps lift the detail. One last part on the chassis was the radiator. The 
2004 car ran without mesh on the front intake, so, as it can be seen, it called for a little more realistic 
painting. I airbrushed Alclad white aluminium overall, then masked off each radiator face, and gently 
sprayed Humbrol gun metal into the mesh areas. This was then polished enough to show some 
sheen to the vanes….a little post shading around the pipes and I then sprayed the Denso logo using 
an old stencil from my Toyota Le Mans car build. 
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The interior; Some parts were salvaged, but most were new. The boxes located toward the rear of the car are 
unusual and I have no idea what their function is! The rear mounted fuel cell was carefully painted (I omitted 

the use of carbon decal here as it can’t be seen very well) – I also added a spare wheel, probably not used on a 
single venue rally, but it adds detail, much needed here. 

The mounting of any Tamiya kit body is normally trouble free, and so it was this time. And, the car 
sat on all four wheels without a single adjustment. Details were added in the form of etch boltheads, 
tiny fasteners for the windscreen washer outlets, photo etch bonnet and boot fasteners. The kit 
windscreen wipers were used as I had no others of the same size in etch form. The front indicator 
lenses were dispensed with (one was missing from the kit…an eBay purchase) in favour of some 
Little Lenses…3mm fitted perfectly and offer a big improvement over the kit ones. There was one 
last job; some more weathering along the door sills, just enough to show some dirt from a stage or 
two on a tarmac event.  

  

The interior looks very busy once the seats are in place…threading the seat belt harness’s can be taxing….the 
steering column received carbon decal, visible through the windscreen. 

 

The completed underside with weathered 
crash plates glued on. I airbrushed the 
front plate with semi gloss black and 

Alclad – then airbrushed some streaking 
effects and added staining with AK 

products. The rear plate was treated 
similarly except I did some pre-shading to 
the DAK yellow area. Light dry brushing 

completed both – it’s a shame they cover 
up much of the other work I did on the 

engine and transmission! 

So, 5 weeks and 3 years later, she was done. Tamiya kits are a pleasure to work on, and this one 
provided great, enjoyable modelling. The livery on this car isn’t the most eye-catching, but I’m 
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pleased I went back to it after so long as I now have another Valentino Rossi build under my belt. 
Just another 30 to do!!  
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IRAQ URBAN DIORAMA PART 3  
BY KARL SCAMMELL 

The first two parts of this article covered the assembly/ painting of the building, base, figures and 
some of the equipment. This final part will cover applying the road surface, final detailing and 
weathering. 

ROAD SURFACE 

To create a textured surface prior that would replicate a tarmac surface I adopted the following 
process. A thin layer of PVA glue was applied across the previously primed road surface, followed by 
applying a very fine dry sand/cement powder combination. This powder mix consisted of 
approximately 85% sand and 15% cement.  

  
Sand/Cement mix Sieve 

 

 

 

After thoroughly mixing in the tray the 
powder was transferred to the sieve, which 
was then gently tapped to allow the medium 
to fall onto the glue surface. The excess 
powder was then removed with a soft brush 
to leave a fine coating of the sand/cement 
mix adhered to the road surface. 

 

  
Thin layer of PVA glue applied to road surface. 
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Excess powder being removed.   Road surface ahead of painting 

The glue was allowed to dry for a couple of hours before the surface was painted with Revel acrylic 
‘Anthracite’. The drain grate was glued into position using ‘superglue’. 

The road surface was then weathered using a mix of 50/50 MIG Dust and Beach Sand pigments 
applied by brush. This was then sealed with diluted acrylic matt lacquer sprayed onto the surface. 

Once the road surface was finished, 
the next stage was to undertake the 
final detailing.  

DETAILING OF BUILDING. 

Although the first floor room will 
only be visible through the windows, 
rather than leave it empty I decided 
to add some furniture. The furniture 
consisted of table, chairs, cupboards 
and a lap top. Additionally, I decided 
to add a satellite dish to the roof to 
complete the building.  

 

 

SATELLITE DISH 

This kit (MAiM 35098) comes supplied with 5 different sizes of dish in white metal. Each assembly 
consists of the dish itself, feed antennae and mounting post. I found it best to drill small holes into 
the dish to locate the feed antennae poles, followed by gluing them into position by using super 
glue. 

Ahead of fixing the dish to the post, I painted the post and plinth with an acrylic steel and stone grey 
respectively. I then weathered the post and dish using MIG Rust pigment selectively applied. The 
dish assembly was then mounted onto the post using ‘super glue’, followed by mounting the whole 
assembly onto the roof plate using epoxy adhesive.  

 
Weathered Road Surface 
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Dish and feed antennae ahead of spraying.  Completed dish. 

FURNITURE 

The furniture comes from a kit produced by MiniArt (ref 35548). Constructing the table consisted of 
assembling the legs followed by joining the two halves of the circular top, applying filler and sanding 
to blend the join. Next came the chairs which were probably the most difficult in terms of assembly. 
Finally, a series of cupboards and sideboards were assembled. I needed to undertake some filing on 
some of the parts to get them to fit and an application of filler was needed to various joints to fill 
some small gaps. Finally, the furniture was sprayed with Tamiya acrylic light green.  Although, no 
significant problems were encountered with assembling the furniture, the overall quality in terms of 
fit and moulding was not quite up to the Meng standard.  

  
Cupboards Chair. 

 

View of first floor room with furniture. 
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LAPTOP 

MAiM (ref 35186) supply a white metal kit containing five laptops of which three can be shown as 
open and two closed. I chose one of the open options, which meant gluing the keyboard and screen 
together using ‘Superglue’ followed by painting.  

STREET DETAILING 

To add further interest to the street scene the following items were added. 

FLIP TOP DUMPSTER 

The Dumpster came from the Vending Machine & Dumpster set produced by Meng (SPS-018). The 
first task was to assemble the side walls which are supplied as two pieces. Filler was used to hide the 
joint, although as this was on the corner radius this didn’t prove too difficult. 

  
Dumpster side ahead of painting. Dumpster complete with rubbish. 

After priming, the next stage was to spray the dumpster with its base colours. The sides were 
sprayed red with a black lid with the castor wheels a combination of aluminium and anthracite. 
Significant weathering of the bin was then undertaken to replicate the battering these bins take 
whilst in use. This included adding chips, oil staining and dust pigments. Once the bin had been 
weathered it was filled with rubbish which included cardboard, water bottles and wood. 

JERSEY ROAD BARRIER 

This came from a set supplied by Accurate Armour. Again minimal work required here, just required 
spraying with Revel acrylic stone grey and weathering again with dust and rust pigments. 

PALLET 

This came from a set supplied by Fields of Glory Models (ref FoG 502). The kit consisted of various 
lengths of strip wood which just needed gluing together using PVA and then weathering. There are 
several resin pallets available on the market, however these get my vote because they are wood and 
therefore do not need painting, just weathering. 

A wheel was then placed on top of the pallet having been suitably weathered. 

This wheel was sourced from the Meng kit, Equipment for Modern US Military Vehicles (SPS-014). 

OIL DRUM  
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This was sourced from Accurate Armour (ref A130) and is supplied as a set of six resin castings. To 
create oil staining on the can, I used MIG Oil/Grease Stain Mixture. I put a couple of drops of this 
mixture on the top and side of the drum and allowed it to ‘run’ as it would in reality. 

MISCELLANEOUS REFUSE 

To further add to the rubbish that is 
common within Iraqi urban environments. 
I decided to make use of the Accurate 
Armour Urban Refuse (refA120) accessory. 
This consists of approximately fifteen 
separate resin castings depicting boxes, 
bags and cans etc. In my case, I decided to 
add additional rubbish bags and boxes 
around the dumpster with empty cans 
randomly placed throughout the scene.  All 
were sprayed or brush painted depending 
on the item with the following acrylic 
paints, Anthracite, Buff, Dark Earth, 
Aluminium and Steel. 

FINAL WEATHERING 

This consisted of brushing on the following pigments and spraying an acrylic matt lacquer to seal the 
surface. 

T&L Weathering Powder; Rusty Brown. Pavement and lower building walls. 

MIG; Light Dust 70% + Beach Sand 30%. Road, pavement, building and street detailing. 

CONCLUSION. 

This was my first attempt at creating a relatively large diorama and it was immensely enjoyable. 
Hopefully, it is a reasonable interpretation of a scene that many US troops encountered during the 
Battle of Fallujah and in fact many other Iraqi cities prior to the large scale withdrawal of US forces in 
late 2011. 

From a modelling perspective, the build including the vehicle took approximately eight months. It 
has been quite a steep learning curve particularly regarding weathering and figure painting, with lots 

  
Completed pallet. Oil drum ahead of final detailing and weathering. 

 

Rubbish bag 
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more to learn and practice. If you have ever wondered should I attempt a diorama but been put off 
by the amount of work involved, I would say give it a go you won’t regret it. 

PHOTOS OF THE COMPLETED DIORAMA 
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Tamiya 1/35 scale First World War Tank 
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MARK IV MALE – ROMSEY MODELLERS GROUP BUILD 2016 
BY MALCOLM GRANT  

This is the second club group project build; the first one last year was the Revell 1/32 scale Heinkel 
HE219 UHU Nightfighter. 

The Tamiya WWI tank was released two years ago in 2014, with acclaimed reviews in the modelling 
press. Produced in sand coloured plastic, the model comes complete with a motorized electric motor 
and five WWI British infantry figures moulded in grey plastic, individual track links and a small sheet 
of transfers – Yes transfers! The electric motor will not be used in this build, as it will be a static 
model set on a diorama plinth. But if you wish to motorise your model all the parts are included. 

The build went together 
with ease, as usual with 
Tamiya products, but I did 
note that with the sand 
coloured plastic of the tank 
was of a much softer 
plastic compound 
compared to that of the 
Tamiya kits in the ‘80s and 
90s. Perhaps they use 
more polymer than plastic 
these days? 

The construction starts off 
with the assembly of the 
electric motor, but these 
sections were skipped, and 
I moved on to the 
assembly of the main hull. 
Starting with the armoured 
petrol tank and rear 

bulkhead – all the parts fitted well together. Next the main hull was assembled – a very quick build 
as it was just a box construction – it went together like building a box really! To add interest to the 
model the rear door and visors were left open. This was the case in the real tank when moving 
along, as the engine was inside the main fighting compartment, to let the noise, heat and exhaust 
gases out. 
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The longest part of the build 
was assembling the wheels. 
There are two types to build, 
one consisting of 30 of each 
type A and 24 of each type B – 
but the total number of parts 
needed was 164! As one set of 
wheels required four parts per 
wheel. 

After the main construction on 
the hull was finished the next 
parts to be assembled were 
the un-ditching beam rails. 
These were the only parts of 
the kit to need filler on their 

joints. All in all, the basic build to this point straight out of the box took two modelling days which 
shows all the parts had an excellent fit and were well engineered. 

So now it’s over to Karl Scammel for his build on the sponsons. 

To be continued….. 

Pictures ‘borrowed’ from - http://www.missing-
lynx.com/reviews/britain/tamiya30057reviewbg_1.html 

 

USS NIMITZ (EPILOGUE) 
BY RICHARD STEWART  

Well this is the last write-up on this ‘project’ which starting from the last edition I was at the bridge 
section lighting up the ‘68’. This turned out quite nice and once completed it was a task of building 
up the rest of the bridge adding internal detail (with crew) pipework and etch then masking and 
spraying to the match the hull colour. I was thinking of lighting the bridge sections but although 
these do have lights it is not the floodlit type, as the crew would not be able to see out at night.   

For the windows I decided to use clear acetate strip from my spares box painted with Tamiya clear 
green on the reverse and attached to the outside of the bridge. Once fitted I painted some clear 
decal sheet the bridge colour and when dry cut into strips and applied together with the GMM etch 
windscreen wipers. After this I used a drop of future in each window aperture to hold the wipers in 

  

Windows taking shape but had to lengthen the 
starboard observation deck on the second level 

 

Bridge almost finished with the etch and the spot 
lights replaced with more realistic ones made from 

watch/clock bearing jewels 

http://www.missing-lynx.com/reviews/britain/tamiya30057reviewbg_1.html
http://www.missing-lynx.com/reviews/britain/tamiya30057reviewbg_1.html
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BRIDGE MAST 

Now this was one part that was not too far off the mark. It just needed a lot of the platforms 
replaced with Etch. For this I used a mix of the WEM and GMM etch sets and rigged with nylon cord. 
To attach to the bridge section and due to its size I pinned it with an aluminium rod which secures it 
through two decks so nice and tight and very unlikely to become dislodged. 

  

I found small hobby pegs came in very useful for 
ensuring the rigging was kept taught.  

All rigged and ready to fit 
 

BRIDGE FITTING 

When I attached the bridge to the flight deck later on in the build I positioned small pieces of black 
car sponge at the base of the bridge to avoid any light bleeding through the joint and then super 
glued it on.  Of course after connecting the electrics! 

FRESNEL LIGHTS 

As can be seen from the picture below the kits version would have needed a lot of work to get it 
looking somewhere near the real thing. So instead I scratch built one from Plastic stock and those 
useful watch Jewels. Once these were fitted I dropped a little Tamiya ‘Clear’ Red, Blue and Orange in 
their respective places and attached to the ship.  

  

You can get fed up of scratch building! 
 
 
 

The cat walk aircraft fuel hose stations went 
together rather well. All built with etch and plastic 
stock. Did not even attempt to look at the Trumpie 

ones! 
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MAIN MAST 

Well as this kit has been a continual saga of throw away and build new or a major adaption of the 
original kit parts. I found the last issue that I had not noticed earlier in the build. 

The main mask is not positioned directly behind the bridge as Trumpeter have, it is right on the edge 
of the flight deck. I am amazed Trumpeter missed this as just doing a search on ‘Google’ will reveal 
the exact position! 

This meant removing the raised square plastic framework from the already painted deck and 
respraying! 

  

Main mast complete using WEM etch set and 
positioned where it should be. Note removed plastic 

frame where Trumpie positioned it! 

After a couple of coats of Flight deck grey and some 
weathering and all was well. Plus, the fact that this 
area will be used for vehicle and equipment parking 

CATAPULT TOMCATS 

Next step was to attach the ‘Lit’ Tomcats to the deck. Which was very ‘touch and go’ but I managed 
to solder the wires to the main gear struts without melting the planes or deck. 

  

On the finished model to also add an illusion of 
movement I used small amounts of cotton wool ‘tufts’ 

to simulate early steam ejection behind the Jet 

With the F14s fixed on the catapults and the bridge 
fitted all the electrics are now complete. 
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SEA BASE 

To add a sea effect, I sprayed the MDF base with different shades of Halfords blue/greens. Then I 
sculpted Acrylic gloss gel to simulate the water crests. When dry used cotton wool to add the foam 
then airbrushed a light blue at the base of the crests to add depth to the sea and finally a further 
coat of gel to add further ‘wetness’.  

 

Base awaiting a touch of strategically placed light blue then the top coat of gel to seal the cotton wool in 

PLANE ORIENTATION 

Well this took some time! As I wanted to use All the aircraft but in a layout which looked convincing. 
I tried several different layouts with the aid of photo references, before sticking down with a little 
PVA. Permanent enough but in the years to come could alter again (change is as good as a rest) 

 

 

Well O/K but too neat and tidy That’s more like it 
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STILL TO DO 

It’s 95% complete which did not detract from the encouraging feedback we got at the recent Cosford 
model show. I have ordered a set of Veteran Models Sea Sparrow Missiles from BNA Model World in 
Australia and I intend to increase the crew size dramatically as these ships carry quite a sizable 
population. These will be a mix of Etch, Resin and Plastic. 

 

 

Now with case on which is now pinned on instead of using screws as this looks better and is easier to remove should the need 
arise. 

THANKS TO 

There were quite a few times that I nearly gave up on this kit but there were a couple of reasons why 
I soldiered on. The most important one was the patience of my wife for allowing me to literally 
spend hours at a time ‘imprisoned’ in my office. The other was that I built the entire airwing first and 
so giving up on it would have meant literally months of work wasted on the different aircraft and 
lastly the excellent build of a 1/350 Nimitz done by a Canadian model maker posted on 
Modelwarships.com. (URL Below) 

http://www.shipmodels.info/mws_forum/viewtopic.php?f=59&t=143699 

Of which I can only aspire and try to replicate the same high standard as on that ship 

SUMMARY 

After over 4 years on this project with every step of the way dogged with major issues I am glad that 
now I have finished it. The kit is very poor and resembles a 70’s kit in design with very basic 
rudimentary (incorrect) detailing which is not worth the price tag of over £100 (In my view should be 
less than £50!). This is one of the reasons why it has taken the time to correct the issues with the kit. 
I do not claim that this ship is accurate. But what I do claim is that it is far more accurate than if I had 
just built it out of the box! 

Let’s hope Trumpeter have not made the same mistakes on their new 1/350 Kitty Hawk, which I will 
leave for someone else to review. I do not want to see another Trumpeter modern carrier again! If I 
could turn the clock back, I would have got the 1/350 Tamiya USS Enterprise as there is available a 

http://www.shipmodels.info/mws_forum/viewtopic.php?f=59&t=143699
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hanger deck as an aftermarket accessory and the overall kit is far more superior in design and 
accuracy. 

You would think that I would be put off this manufacturer, not in the slightest. Trumpeter 
manufacturer some top notch kits, It’s just a shame the Nimitz is not one of them. In fact, I have 
purchased a 1/32 scale Trumpeter Avenger as going by reviews and feedback from other model 
makers it is one of the best of this type of aircraft on the market. 

NEXT PROJECT 

For those of you that I have not told yet on many occasions I am going up in a TR9 Spitfire in August 
and while at the last Cosford Show I purchased the Tamiya 1/32 scale Spitfire MK IX. So that will be 
my next project and from the feedback and reviews I know this is an excellent kit so looking forward 
to that build.  

 

Till Then…. 

 

FORTUNA M1  
BY LEE GILBERT 

Whilst waiting for my new 2K clear to arrive in order to finish the fairing panels, I decided to 
concentrate on the next major part, which like the paint, requires patience and dedication; applying 
the carbon fibre finish! 

Now, as Paul will testify, all modern race cars and bikes are made from a very strong yet light 
material called carbon fibre, which has a distinctive squared pattern running all along the surface. 
Now although most of the carbon fibre is painted and subsequently covered with various sponsors, 
there are still certain parts that aren't, and it is these parts which need to have the carbon applied to 
achieve the desired effect. There are a couple of ways to do this; one is to get hold of a vehicle 
specific carbon decal set, where every panel and part is printed onto a sheet of carbon fibre decals, 
although these can be pricey, depending on the type of vehicle being built. The other alternative is 
to buy a sheet of carbon finished decals, and make up some templates for each part, using masking 
tape. Luckily, I already had 4 sheets of carbon decals in my stash, so it was the second option in this 
case. 

   

 On this bike, there are some obvious parts like the exhaust guard, and heel guards that are visible 
and need to be decalled, but I decided to do some of the less obvious parts too, such as the air box. 
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All the parts in question were first primered with Tamiya's fine light grey, and once allowed to dry 
fully, were given a coat of X-18 semi-gloss black. Once this was dry, it was time for the carbon!  

I used the bigger roll of masking tape, which was placed over the parts in question. Once I was 
happy, I then used my decal scissors to cut around the shape of each part, leaving a slight overlap on 
each side to allow as much even coverage as possible. Then it was a case of referring to my pit walk 
collection book for reference pictures to make sure I had the pattern going in the right direction.  

Afterwards, my template was then placed onto the decal sheet, and cut out using the decal scissors. 
I then removed the template, before placing the decal in water. The next part requires patience! 
Using a hairdryer and decal solution, I carefully placed the decal over the part, and used the solution 
to first soften the decal, and then the heat from the hairdryer to help it conform to the shape of 
each piece. The smaller parts were a lot easier, needing only one or two decals to cover them with, 
and were completed in an afternoon. The air box however was a different story, and took the best 
part of two weeks and several decal pieces to complete, due to its complex shape! Some would 
argue what's the point in putting in all this effort into something that won't be fully visible, but 
believe me, it's just one of several details that can really bring a project like this to life and can really 

make a difference against a car or bike which has just been painted!  

More to follow soon...  
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CLUB DIARY 2015/2016 

2016 

April 20th  Late Club Night April 24th Milton Keynes Model Show 

May 4th  
May 18th  

Early Club Night 
Revell Competition 

May 14th  Imperial War Museum (TBC) 

June 1st 
June 15th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night  

June 4th  IPMS Salisbury Show 

July 6th 
July 20th  

Early Club Night 
American Competition 

July 16th ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW (TBC) 

August 3rd 
August 17th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

August 7th Avon Model Show  

September 7th  
September 21st  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

September 17th IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 5th  
October 19th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

October 8th 

October 22nd  
Bovington Show (TBC) 
Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC) 

November  2nd 
November 16th  

Early Club Night 
Annual Competition 

November 12th/13th 
November 27th 

Scale ModelWorld 2016 
Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 
/ Bugle Call 

December 7th 
December 21st  

Early Club Night 
Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday April 20th         (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Steve Edwards 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Richard Stewart 
Lee Gilbert 

Malcolm Grant 
Karl Scammell  
Will Booth 

  

http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/info@romseymodellers.co.uk
file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
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FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole.  

Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2016 


